Hexagon on Saturn mystifies astronomers
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An odd, six-sided, honeycomb-shaped feaÂ-ture enÂ-cirÂ-cling SatÂ-urnâ€™s North Pole has capÂ-tured
the inÂ-terÂ-est of sciÂ-enÂ-tists with NASAâ€™s CasÂ-siÂ-ni spaceÂ-craft misÂ-sion.
The agencyâ€™s VoyÂ-agÂ-er 1 and 2 spaceÂ-craft imÂ-aged the hexÂ-aÂ-gon over two decÂ-ades ago,
but its apÂ-pearÂ-ance in new CasÂ-siÂ-ni imÂ-ages shows itâ€™s long lived, heightÂ-enÂ-ing the
ridÂ-dle, sciÂ-enÂ-tists said.
This nightÂ-time view of SatÂ-urn's north pole shows a biÂ-zarre six-sided
hexÂ-aÂ-gon feaÂ-ture enÂ-cirÂ-cling the north pole. (CourÂ-teÂ-sy: NASA/JÂ-PL/UÂ-niÂ-ver of
ArÂ-iÂ-zoÂ-na)
â€œWeâ€™ve nevÂ-er seen anÂ-yÂ-thing like this on any othÂ-er planÂ-et,â€• said KevÂ-in Baines of the
CasÂ-siÂ-ni team at NASAâ€™s JeÂ-t ProÂ-pulÂ-sion LabÂ-oÂ-raÂ-toÂ-ry in PasÂ-aÂ-deÂ-na, CaÂ-lif.
InÂ-deed, SatÂ-urnâ€™s thick atÂ-mosÂ-phere â€œis perÂ-haps the last place youâ€™d exÂ-pect to see
such a six-sided geÂ-oÂ-metÂ-ric figÂ-ure, yet there it is.â€•NorÂ-malÂ-ly, in the ringed planÂ-etâ€™s
atÂ-mosÂ-phere, cirÂ-cuÂ-larly-shaped waves and forÂ-maÂ-tions called conÂ-vecÂ-tive cells
preÂ-domÂ-iÂ-nate, he said. A conÂ-vecÂ-tive cell is a patÂ-tern creÂ-atÂ-ed by an upÂ-draft of warmed
fluÂ-id and sinkÂ-ing of cooled fluÂ-id.A secÂ-ond hexÂ-aÂ-gon, sigÂ-nifÂ-iÂ-cantly darker than the
brighter hisÂ-torÂ-iÂ-cal feaÂ-ture, is alÂ-so seen in the CasÂ-siÂ-ni picÂ-tures. An inÂ-struÂ-ment on the
craft, called the visÂ-uÂ-al and inÂ-fraÂ-red mapÂ-ping specÂ-tromÂ-eÂ-ter, is the first to capÂ-ture the
whole hexÂ-aÂ-gon in one imÂ-age, inÂ-vesÂ-tiÂ-gaÂ-tors said. â€œThis is a very strange feaÂ-ture,
lyÂ-ing in a preÂ-cise geÂ-oÂ-metÂ-ric fashÂ-ion with six nearÂ-ly equalÂ-ly straight sides,â€• said Baines,
an atÂ-mosÂ-pherÂ-ic exÂ-pert who is part of the team manÂ-ning the inÂ-struÂ-ment.The hexÂ-aÂ-gon is
siÂ-mÂ-iÂ-lar to Earthâ€™s poÂ-lar vorÂ-tex, which has winds blowÂ-ing in a cirÂ-cuÂ-lar patÂ-tern
around the poÂ-lar reÂ-gion, reÂ-searchÂ-ers said. But on SatÂ-urn, the vorÂ-tex is hexÂ-aÂ-gonal rathÂ-er
than cirÂ-cuÂ-lar. The hexÂ-aÂ-gon is nearÂ-ly 25,000 kiloÂ-meÂ-ters (15,000 miles) across. NearÂ-ly four
Earths could fit inÂ-side it. The new imÂ-ages are takÂ-en in inÂ-fraÂ-red light, a lower-energy form of light
than the visÂ-iÂ-ble type. These imÂ-ages show the hexÂ-aÂ-gon exÂ-tends much deeper down inÂ-to the
atÂ-mosÂ-phere than preÂ-viÂ-ously exÂ-pected, some 100 kiloÂ-meÂ-ters (60 miles) beÂ-low the cloud
tops, acÂ-cordÂ-ing to sciÂ-enÂ-tists. The hexÂ-aÂ-gon, they added, conÂ-tains clouds that seem to be
whipÂ-ping around the hexÂ-aÂ-gon like cars on a raceÂ-track.
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